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Arabic Network for Photographers - A joint project between Palestine, Egypt and
Morocco

In the first unique initiative in the Arab world, the Tamer Institute for Community Education, in
cooperation with the Khalil Sakakini Center (Palestine), Kishk Comics (Egypt), SCOKAF (Morocco) and the
Painters(Egypt), started to implement this initiative to establish an Arab network that combines between
' The Arabic storytellers, from young artists and painters, and it seeks to spread Arab creations in this art
on both the Arab and international levels through a web site www.arabiccomics.net, which was officially
launched at the Cairo International Film Festival in September 2017. Where this link will be the
fundamental stone for the initiative, and will include a database of participating artists, samples for their
works and it will also be open to the Arab producer’s artists in the field of the art of comic story wherever
they are.
This initiative comes in response to the attention received by the story and the Graphic novel among
young people, and the ability of this kind of arts to carry textual and visual content of high intensity, and
what can it passes from themes and issues smoothly are able to make a lot of impact, confusion and
pleasure.
This initiative allows Arab artists who have chosen this kind of creative arts to communicate and
collaborate in the production of high quality works, and to publish them through a specialized and
targeted platform. The project will also develop the capacity to build educational tools that make the
most benefit of storytelling.
In this context, the Tamer institute for Community Education hosted the Palestinian resident in London,
Sameer Harb, who carried out a training workshop in the art of storytelling, targeted a number of young
artists. He passed through to them the basics of building a COMEX story and the mechanics of using
different tools in storytelling. During the workshop, the group participated in a series of stories and
scripts, which were based on the development of stories and texts of the script that they produced, to
turn them into visual scenes.

Tamer launches "Genger"
in "the Cultural Al-Ta’aAl-Marbouta " in
Lebanon in the presence
of writer Ahlam Bisharat
and Maya Fadawi

On August 24, Tamer institute for
Community Education launched the
novel "Gender" in Lebanon, in the
presence of the writer Ahlam
Bisharat and Lebanese artist Maya
Fadawi, at a gathering that gathered
a number of Palestinian And the
Lebanese writers, including Nahla
Ghandour, Fatima Sharaf al-Din,
Samar Barah, author Anas Abu
Rahma, and a group of librarians ,in
cooperation with Taawon institute
in Lebanon.
This gathering comes in the
framework of networking and
interaction with Lebanese cultural
institutions who are working with
children and adolescents, in the
framework of cultural exchange with
the country hosting a large segment
of Palestinian refugees in the camps,
and also to provide knowledge and
learning spaces for our youth and
libraries and writers, and contribute
in the Cultural cooperation.
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Tamer Institute launches a course in criticism of children's literature
At the beginning of August 2017, and for the first time, Tamer Institute for Community Education launched a specialized course in "criticism
of children's literature". This course comes after many years of the institution’s continuous work in the service of children and adolescent
where it provided production, literature that opens wide doors of imagination and exploration. And after that in response to the urgent
need of providing an environment that can feed and develop the accelerated production, and what this environment can achieve from
reviews and systematic critique built on a scientific basis, and contribute to re-consider producing literary for children, in order to achieve
a qualitative production, creative and active at the local and Arab level.
This course targets interested people from all sectors, whether writers, teachers or office workers, or even artists and workers with children
and adolescents, who believe in the need to develop their abilities, tools and references, in order to contribute to the child literature sector
with clearer reviews and perceptions of what it is, Be based on a clear and studied methodology.
This course, aims to provide participants with the tools of general knowledge in this field by a number of trainers and professors, to train
them to write specialized criticism of text and image, and provide an electronic platform that allows them and those interested exchange
their opinions and the produced materials, and share their experience at Wider local and Arab level, thus stimulating and contributing to
the general criticism movement, and the development of literature directed at children and adolescents as an inevitable result.

Tamer Organizes Summer Camp for Youth
Tamer Institute for Community Education organized its annual youth
camp, "Summer Days", which lasted from 5-7/8/2017 at the Edward
Said Institute in Birzeit.
This camp is part of a series of periodic events organized by the
institution for Al Nakhel teams in the various governorates. It aims to
provide spaces for learning, entertainment and self-expression, as part
of Tamer's dedication to free and safe learning and achieving the
concept of partnership in the formation of meanings through various
arts Visual and expressive.
This year, 65 young male and female participated in the Tamer Institute
in its annual summer camp. The three days of the camp represented
an open workshop on identity manifestations and raising awareness
about it, linking them to practical paths through individual and
collective work, giving young people free spaces to express and deepen
their knowledge, build new friendships, and deepen the concept of
listening to others and identify with them.
In its three days, the camp focused on organizing a series of visits to a
number of places where young participants formed areas of
knowledge related to life and reality as part of the process of
connecting the self and the place. These visits stimulated many
questions about the individual self and the association and its relation
to the place, which followed visits on the camp evenings. After that,
the activities of the camp ended with an event which a film produced
by a group of young volunteers at the institution.
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The Arab Culture Society and the Tamer Institution launch "The Children of June" in Haifa

The Arab Culture Society in Haifa organized an activity to launch the book "The Children of June:
Dar Al-Fati Al-Arabi and the Literature of the Tragedy", a study of the Dar Al-Arabi published by
Tamer Institute last year.
The launch took place on 16 August this year, at the headquarters of the association, in the
presence of the Tamer Institution.This is the second concert of its kind in which Tamer announces
the publication of this study, which comes as a complement to the old interest of Tamer by
highlighting the details and the undeclared foundations that formed this rich experience, causing
the creation of a unique structure for a publishing house that managed to bring together a unique
collection at various levels. Dar Blog was the product of collective work in the first place, and it
was adopted in the formation of its journey to the experience of a university that included the
most important thinkers, artists, writers and even the Arab politicians, whose titles, themes,
thought, and literary and artistic contents derived from the Palestinian issue, which was the Arab
obsession at the time, adding to that, it was the first reference on which all libertarian ideas were
based, which constituted the ultimate goal in the most difficult and most inspiring circumstance
of the Arab peoples.

Palestinian libraries participate in the Jinnah Forum in Lebanon
Tamer Institution for Community Education participated in the
annual Jinnah Forum in Lebanon this year, which held its 16th
session in the town of Rumaneh between 22-28 August. Tamer
Institution provided an opportunity for the participation of five
Palestinian writers from the West Bank in the forum, which
witnessed the participation of a number of community activists,
youth, institutions and associations in Lebanon.
The forum included a series of workshops, seminars, lectures and
meetings on topics such as dealing with conflicts, self-expression
through various expressive arts, writing, music, plastic arts, film
and dance, dealing with psychological stress using breathing
techniques and yoga, Debate and dialogue, and other issues and
addresses that provide space to deal with the accumulations
generated by life and break taboos in the Palestinian and
Lebanese communities. Tamer's participation in the forum is part
of the Institution's continuous endeavor to connect with the
Palestinian and Arab cultural institutions working on the children
and youth sectors and the libraries, in the belief of the great need
to adapt all available tools to provide free and safe spaces for
expression and creativity, And the belief in the great impact of
new experiences and openness to places, people and cultures,
especially in circumstances such as those experienced by
Palestinian youth in Palestine and Lebanon, from pressure and
determination to freedom and mobility.
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Tamer concludes a future program in Gaza
Tamer Institute for Community Education concluded the activities of the
program "The First Rose" with the beginning of last August, which provided
children with large areas of self-discovery through the use of activities of
different expressionist arts. The program, which extended from early October
2016 until the end of July 2017, enabled the participation of more than 1000
children in various activities and activities in the framework of enhancing and
developing children's skills and providing them with opportunities for expression
and creativity through theater activities, review, creative writing, music,
Technology, casting, divination, short filmmaking and arts. The children
participated in intensive training in these fields under the supervision of
specialized trainers.
As part of the final activities of the program, the children presented a play
entitled "The King's Land", which was shown on the Palestinian Red Crescent
Theater. It was followed by the opening of an art exhibition which included the
children's artistic works which came up from the training.

Summer camps for children within the inclusive education program

TAMER implemented a series of summer camps for children in the West
Bank and Gaza Strip, designed to promote the idea of integration and
acceptance of the other among children through the use of expressive
arts.
Hundreds of children participated in these camps, which went beyond the
inclusion of children with disabilities with their peers in a number of
UNRWA public schools, and continued between July to August of this
year, during which the children were distributed into corners of free
expression, the arts, Story, sports, and popular games.
The camps are part of the project "A safe and inclusive learning
environment for children and adolescents", which is implemented in the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip, based on enhancing the practice of
acceptance and integration of children of different social backgrounds
and their individual abilities by Focusing on disability As part of the
institution's approach to instilling awareness among children about the
concepts of equality and pluralism within a safe and secure learning
environment.
In the same context, the Tamer Institution carried out two workshops on
a study by the researcher Mariam Hijjawi entitled "Sensitivity of Disability
Representation in Tamer's Literature", in which 35 participants
participated in the community libraries. The workshops were
implemented in Nablus and Hebron between the end of September and
the beginning of June Of the current year. The workshops aimed to
enhance the interest of the libraries, working directly with the children
and young people in their libraries, with the concepts of pluralism and
inclusive literature, and providing them with tools that will enable them
to analyze children's books within these concepts.
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Tamer Institute and the Center for Development Studies carry out a study entitled "The Cultural Reality of the
Palestinian Child in the West Bank and Gaza Strip"

Tamer Institute for Community Education, in cooperation with the Center for Development Studies at Birzeit University, carried out a
study entitled "The Cultural Reality of the Palestinian Child in the West Bank and Gaza Strip", which was completed by the beginning of
this year and aimed to look closely at the cultural reality of children and work. To link the inputs of the educational and cultural process
and the methods of modern upbringing, and investigate the dimensions and implications of the culture of children, considering all the
social, political, cultural and sexual variables, ultimately to provide a suitable ground for specialists and stakeholders to build on the
results, and to review many of the policies, programs and orientations for the culture of the child.
The study focuses on the subject of child culture related to external reading in an attempt to draw a general framework that links the
child's culture to the culture of society in general and the variables that have had a profound impact on the decline of cultural concerns
in some fields. And what it reflects on the Palestinian identity, in which culture constitutes as one of the tributaries and the foundations
of strengthening. The study presents a set of quantitative results which can be considered as very important data, and shed light on a
diverse and special cultural scene that requires a lot of hard work, which is distributed to the family, school, cultural and media
institutions, and others. The study consists of two parts. The first is an analysis of the quantitative and qualitative data that is designed
to attempt to connect the external reading of children with a number of related topics, from leisure time, patterns of Internet use,
modern technology and participation in cultural activities to the role of the school. As to the the second part of the study presents key
conclusions based on the results of the analysis in an effort to re-read them critically, enabling them to be transformed into practical
and specialized recommendations to the relevant parties. The most important results of the study were how children spend their time
during the academic year, showing that about one-third (34%) spend most of their time in school and doing their homework, and this is
higher in the West Bank than the Gaza Strip, (42% versus 26%). The study examined how children spend their summer vacation, showing
that 25% spend their time on the Internet, electronic games and social media, while 18% spend most of their time playing in the
neighborhood, while 18% spend their time watching television. The study also examined the participation of children in cultural
activities, and showed that the participation rate of children in collective activities related to creative literacy and others reached 27%.
The study indicates that the percentage of children in general is higher in the West Bank than in the Gaza Strip and the female
participation is higher compared with males.
At the end, the study reaches that external reading is the main axis and the main indicator that consists the importance and
effectiveness of what is produced in children literature in general, where it showed that 42% of children read external books during the
school year, and and this percentage increases in the West Bank compared to Gaza Strip, and between females compared to males. The
percentage of children who read foreign books during the summer vacation rises to 89%. The study found that the book is the main
source of reading among children, according to 67% of them, followed by the Internet at 15% and magazines by 8%.

Tamer launches the Cinema and Children Initiative in Gaza
As part of the institution's diversity policy, Tamer launched an initiative
entitled Cinema and Children in Gaza, in cooperation with the
Children's Film Initiative and in partnership with children's libraries.
More than 160 children have participated so far. The initiative is aimed
to enhance the meaning of cinema, enhance the children's awareness
of it and its content, in order to develop their visual and artistic taste.
Besides, exposing them to the immense artistic experience that cinema
carries with all its elements, and introducing them to the film industry.
The initiative is organized twice a month where all the necessary tools
are used to promote the concept of cinema, from photos, videos and
field visits. The children are now familiar with the basic elements and
components of the cinema, such as show dates, movie advertising, the
tickets window, tickets, seats and numbering seats. In the initiative,
children engage in a visual-feedback experiment based on feedback
during film discussion, making the initiative both ing the experience to
adeeper level and reinforcing concepts acquired by children.
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The Place and its Representations "in a summer camp for children

Tamer Institute for Community Education implemented a summer camp targeting children between 11-13 years of age, which extended
between 10 July and 21 August this year. In its general context, the camp focused on the place and its representations in children, using
a range of expressive arts, such as painting, writing, dancing and traveling. The first three meetings in the camp aimed to promote the
use of the body in children through the expression of their selves and places of interest, and to use them collectively and document
them using the camera, after exposure to a number of short videos produced by the coach.
The contents of the meetings varied during this camp, and the stories related to the place and the questions of the children about the
places where they feel familiarity, which keep their secrets, and those that silence their voices, and those who dream of access to them,
the focus of a number of meetings shared by writer Ahlam Bisharat with children, To stimulate verbal expression and writing. The
historical and social dimension of the place was an important part of the camp. The storytellers Hamza al-Akrabawi accompanied the
children on the tour of the Old City of Ramallah to talk about their symbols and history. He also saw and discussed the film "The Red
Stone, The Other Face of Jerusalem".
The school, the classroom, the gymnasium, the playground and the sea occupied the widest space in the children's conversation and
their memories of the places. Shaza Shaheen concluded the meetings by employing art in both abstract and plastic forms, while Lara
Salous focused on the representation of roles within the spatial space.

"Summer Days" for children within the project to promote participatory approaches
Tamer Institute for Community Education implemented the "Summer Days" Camp last August, which brought together more than 45
teachers and 220 children, within the framework of promoting the participatory education approach adopted by Tamer as one of its central
programs.
This camp comes as part of the Institution's interest in re-shaping the relationship between children and their teachers through an
extracurricular experience that deals with knowledge in different ways, intensifies the human experience and reduces the authoritarianism
created by the school system.
The camp dealt with a number of important and central issues that represented the titles of passing knowledge and bringing together
teachers and their students, such as environment, art, movement, history, place and difference, through the implementation of a series of
visits and excursions to identify places and folk stories exchanged by the people of different regions and to identify the environment and
ways to protect them, Where the groups visited Solomon's Pools, the Church of the Nativity, the Church of the Nativity, the Environmental
Museum, the Apartheid Wall, the Pankisi Hotel, the Greens Stadium, the Al Walaja Village, the Elderly Villa, the Old Streets and many others.
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New releases of Tamer institution
Tamer's Publishing Unit has recently issued a number of publications for children and adolescents as part of the ongoing march of
literary production at the Institution.
One of these is the first book by the writer Abdel Rahim Mahmoud, and the title "Cubaro", painted the cover of the cover artist Natalie
Najjar. The book about the long-haired gray rabbit, living in the red paper forest, tells the story of a lonely life, isolated from the life of
the forest and its inhabitants, but it is forced to enter the adventure from its widest.
“You are a Window; they are Clouds "is another version and first work by Yahya Ashour, a 22-text poetry collection by Natalie Najjar, a
collection of young people.
Tamer also released a children's work entitled "My Heart is a Forest," a lyrical literary project that includes a number of children's songs.
The release comes as a result of a joint collaboration between a book and a drum composed by Raneen Hanna and Majid Kayal, music
and distribution by Faraj Sulaiman and the singing of Raneen Hanna, by Tunisian artist Rauf Al-Karai, published by the Tamer Institute
for Community Education.
"The Book of Genesis" is the first work of the writer Suhaila Abdul Latif, a painting by Mahmoud Awad, a novel published in partnership
between the Tamer Foundation and Dar Al-Farabi in Lebanon.

